
Stirling Hostetter
Software Engineer

618-839-0947
stirhoss@gmail.com

linkedin.com/in/stirling-hostetter-5267
10137

github.com/stirlhoss

SKILLS
Languages: Ruby, Emacs Lisp, Active Record, SQL, HTML, CSS, Rust
Frameworks: Rails
Libraries: RSpec, GraphQL
Databases: PostgreSQL
Tools: Linux, Git, GitHub, GitLab, Postman, Emacs, Vim, CircleCI

PROJECTS
One Small Thing,  group project, Github, Deployed Link
Users can read curated news articles on topics of their choice, then take action

● Worked with a group of 7 and utilized agile techniques
● Implemented GraphQL for the first time
● Tech Stack: Ruby on Rails, CircleCI, GraphQL

Sweater Weather,  solo project, GitLab
Users can hit the various endpoints to get weather and trip details from the api.

● Built out all api functionality
● Takes in multiple apis and aggregates them
● Tech Stack: Ruby on Rails, Rspec, Git

Rails Engine,  solo project, Github
Users can use the various api endpoints to receive information on fictitious merchants and their items

● Started the application from scratch and built out all functionality
● Tech Stack: Ruby on Rails, Rspec, Git

Connect 4, Paired project, github
Users can play a game of connect 4 in the command line

● Ruby application that allows you to play a game of connect 4
● Tech Stack: Ruby, Rsepc, Git

Curious and Excited Software Engineer focused on delivering quality software that puts functionality first.
I can take hard problems from conception to production.
A passionate, agile collaborator, I understand that the team succeeds together.
I have an intellectual curiosity that fuels a fanatical devotion to skills improvement and constant learning.

Education

Turing School of Software and Design, Denver, CO March 2022 - Present
● Created full stack web applications and APIs in Ruby on Rails.
● Deployed Agile techniques in teams of up to seven programmers, and collaborated with Git, and GitHub.

Bradley University, Peoria, IL Aug 2016 - May 2020
● Completed a bachelors in Economics and English, and a Masters in English.
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